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Proper Citation
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Resource Information

URL: https://www.colorado.edu/sharedinstrumentation/w-m-keck-optical-metrology-lab-and-jila-micronano-fabrication-facility

Proper Citation: Colorado University at Boulder JILA Keck Lab and Fabrication Core Facility
(RRID:SCR_018984)

Description: Core provides number of specialized measuring tools for optical and surface characterization, as well as expertise in fiber optics. Fabrication facility is clean room for fabrication at micron and nanometer scale. Training and consultation is provided.

Abbreviations: Keck Lab, JILA Keck Lab

Synonyms: JILA Keck Lab and Fabrication Facility, W. M. Keck Optical Measurement Lab, JILA Micro and Nanofabrication Facility

Resource Type: training service resource, access service resource, core facility, service resource

Keywords: USEDit, optical characterization tool, surface characterization tool, fiber optics, fabrication facility, micron scale, nanometer scale, training, ABRF, ABRF

Availability: open

Resource Name: Colorado University at Boulder JILA Keck Lab and Fabrication Core Facility
**Resource ID:** SCR_018984

**Alternate IDs:** ABRF_1036

**Alternate URLs:** https://coremarketplace.org/?FacilityID=1036

---

**Ratings and Alerts**

No rating or validation information has been found for Colorado University at Boulder JILA Keck Lab and Fabrication Core Facility.

No alerts have been found for Colorado University at Boulder JILA Keck Lab and Fabrication Core Facility.

---

**Data and Source Information**

**Source:** SciCrunch Registry

---

**Usage and Citation Metrics**

We have not found any literature mentions for this resource.